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The Bank of Canada's Management of Foreign Currency Reserves

Bank of Canada Review - Winter 2000-2001 Jacobo De Leon
This article describes the Bank's management of the liquid foreign currency portion of the government's o�cial
reserves. It broadly outlines the operations of the Exchange Fund Account (EFA), the main account in which
Canada's reserves are held. It then brie�y reviews the evolution of the objectives and management of the EFA
over the past 25 years, particularly in light of the changing level of reserves and developments in �nancial
markets. The EFA is funded by Canada's foreign currency borrowings in capital markets. The article focuses on
the comprehensive portfolio framework used to manage the Account, which matches assets and liabilities.
Under this framework, funds are invested in assets that match, as closely as possible, the characteristics of
foreign currency liabilities issued, helping to immunize the portfolio against currency and interest rate risks.
Content Type(s): Publications, Bank of Canada Review articles Topic(s): Financial markets, Interest rates

Summary of Government of Canada - Outstanding as at 31
December 2000

Content Type(s): Publications, Historical: Securities and loans

Opening Statement before the House of Commons Finance
Committee

Opening statement David Dodge House of Commons Finance Committee
The last time that Paul and I appeared before this committee was after the release of our April Report. At that
time, in�ation was well above its 2 per cent target, and short-term in�ation expectations had edged up. Although
in�ation was being pushed up by special factors, there were also signs that strong domestic demand was
working to broaden pressures on prices.
Content Type(s): Press, Speeches and appearances, Opening statements

Monetary Policy and Financial Stability: Cross-Country Evidence

Sta� Working Paper 2015-41 Christian Friedrich, Kristina Hess, Rose Cunningham
Central banks may face challenges in achieving their price stability goals when �nancial stability risks are present.
There is, however, considerable heterogeneity among central banks with respect to how they manage these
potential trade-o�s.
Content Type(s): Sta� research, Sta� working papers Topic(s): Financial stability, International topics,
Monetary policy framework JEL Code(s): E, E4, E5, G, G0, G01

Business Outlook Survey - Summer 2015

The summer Business Outlook Survey points to a diverging outlook across regions. While there are some
encouraging signs, owing in part to strengthening U.S. demand, weak oil prices continue to signi�cantly dampen
economic perspectives in a�ected sectors and regions.
Content Type(s): Publications, Business Outlook Survey

Business Outlook Survey - Summer 2013

Responses to the summer survey provide further indications that uncertainty regarding the nature and timing of
a notable improvement in growth prospects is bearing on �rms’ expectations and investment decisions.
Content Type(s): Publications, Business Outlook Survey
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Monetary Policy Report – May 1998

Canada’s in�ation-control targets establish a speci�c medium-term objective for monetary policy.
Content Type(s): Publications, Monetary Policy Report

Research Update - November 2014

This monthly newsletter features the latest research publications by Bank of Canada economists including
external publications and working papers published on the Bank of Canada’s website.
Content Type(s): Sta� research, Research newsletters

Year-End Economic Progress Report: Financial Vulnerabilities in
Focus

Remarks Stephen S. Poloz CFA Toronto Toronto, Ontario
Governor Poloz talks about how household debt levels and housing markets played a role in the latest interest-
rate decision.
Content Type(s): Press, Speeches and appearances, Remarks Topic(s): Financial stability, Housing, Monetary
policy, Recent economic and �nancial developments

Implications of Asymmetry Risk for Portfolio Analysis and Asset Pricing

Sta� Working Paper 2007-47 Fousseni Chabi-Yo, Dietmar Leisen, Eric Renault
Asymmetric shocks are common in markets; securities' payo�s are not normally distributed and exhibit
skewness. This paper studies the portfolio holdings of heterogeneous agents with preferences over mean,
variance and skewness, and derives equilibrium prices.
Content Type(s): Sta� research, Sta� working papers Topic(s): Financial markets, Market structure and
pricing JEL Code(s): C, C5, C52, D, D5, D58, G, G1, G11, G12
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